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Abstract: -- Now world is in a digital era. In all the fields, education, medical, business, even in day-to-day life, prominence of technology is more. Millenial needs everything in one touch. So that in business filed, competitors are contesting harder in providing their services to people in the tranquil way. Especially this is very important in the retail shopping arena. As people are fond of shopping, day-by-day number goes on increasing. As a result the queue in front of cash counter is getting long, which the shopping lovers does not like. In this fast paced era, nobody want to wait for anything. In order to overcome these concerns, this paper propose the best possible solution - Smart trolley.

Index Terms: - Smart trolley, easy shopping.

I. INTRODUCTION
Technology plays a key role in business filed. To enhance or expand upon the market, modern business world use highly innovative technologies. The changeover from traditional market to online shopping is one of the best epitomes for that. Everyday business field is finding new techniques to make customers life easier. One such new idea is smart trolley. Idea behind this smart trolley is that instead of using traditional trolley, a customer can use the smart trolley attached with tablet and can do the shopping by scanning each item.

II. INEVITABILITY OF SMART TROLLEY
The main aim of the smart trolley is to avoid the long queue in front of cash counter as customers can self-check out by using this smart system[2]. Other than it will also lessen the time of shopping and reduce the labor cost [3].

2.1 Survey on the requirement of smart trolley
In order to discern the opinion from communal, we conducted a survey in a shop and collected information from staff and customers regarding current shopping and about smart trolley. Everyone agreed on the difficulty of long queue in front of cashier counter especially on weekend. [3]In this paper there is detailed description regarding the difficulties of customers due to traditional way of shopping. [1]In this paper it is suggested that management is eager to modernize the traditional shopping system to attract customers by providing them with easy shopping and checkout options.

Fig: 1 Survey on current shopping system

Q1. In your opinion, is there is need to improve the current system?

Fig: 2 Survey on smart trolley system

Q2. In your opinion, are you need to have Smart Trolley system or self purchase system?
III. REQUIREMENTS:

- **Hardware Requirements:**
  - Laptop with the below specifications along with screen, keyboard and mouse.
  - Minimum 3 GB RAM
  - Minimum 10 GB free space in Hard Drive.
  - Minimum i5 processor.
  - Trolley, Bar code reader, POS, RFID Sticker Tag, RFID reader, Tablet, Thermal Printer, Router.

- **Software Requirements:**
  - Visual Studio to design the application
  - Microsoft SQL Server

IV. METHODOLOGY

Smart trolley consist of a scanner, card reader, a printer and a tablet in which the application is available. The customer will start Smart Trolley application by clicking on “Start Shopping Button” followed by scanning the products. The application keeps adding the items in the list and the total amount is updated accordingly. There is an option for customer to remove any product if not needed. Once the customer complete scanning, he/she can proceed with payment. For payment, application will provide two options for shopper; either self-checkout or proceed to counter.

4.1 Self-Check out
If customer prefers self-checkout, total amount to be paid will be displayed in the screen. Customer can pay using credit card or debit card by swiping the card in the card reader attached with the trolley. Once the payment is accepted, receipt will be printed through the printer. Automatically details will be stored in the database. This way customer can exit through the gateway.

4.2 Counter Payment
If the customer prefers payment through counter, customer can select the option “Cash payment”. Then the receipt will printed along with customer order id. With that order id, customer can proceed to the cash counter.

At the counter, cashier enter customer order id to check the order details and payment details. Cashier then enter payment amount and fill all the required information and then proceed for payment. Once the payment process is done, data will be updated in database and receipt will be print.

V. FLOWCHART
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper discussed about the easiness of using a smart trolley for shopping. Instead of following the traditional way of shopping, if this smart system is implemented in
hypermarkets, it will reduce the long waiting queue in front of the counter, thus saving the time of customers for a very enjoyable shopping experience.
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